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Abstrak

Kajian ini bertujuan untuk mengeksplorasi dan menjelaskan bagaimana sebuah aplikasi sistem biaya dipilih dan digunakan untuk menentukan suatu model tarif interkoneksi pada sebuah jaringan seluler. Usaha ini dilakukan dalam rangka merumuskan solusi atas penentuan tarif retail, yang pada akhirnya akan menjadi harga jual yang ditetapkan bagi konsumen. Formula tarif interkoneksi berbasis biaya diatur oleh pemerintah Indonesia melalui lembaga yang bernama Badan Regulasi Tarif Indonesia. Secara khusus, studi ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui apakah implementasi regulasi telah dijalankan dengan baik oleh salahsatu penyedia layanan telekomunikasi di Indonesia, yaitu Indosat. Penelitian ini, yang dilakukan dengan pendekatan kualitatif, juga ditujukan untuk mengetahui pengaruh penerapan regulasi pada penetapan tarif retail yang dilakukan oleh penyedia jasa seluler.
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Background

Interconnection between network operators in a competitive market is essential for delivering services to customers (Verbrugge et. Al., 2006). Then the interconnection cost has become an important part in the calculation of telecommunication tariff. “Infocom” Ministry Regulation No. 8 Year 2006 about Interconnection mentions a shifting on interconnection tariff system from revenue sharing to cost-based with the spirit of transparency, non-discrimination, and time-framed. The regulation endorses Indonesian cellular providers to adjust their interconnection tariff, which will also be reflected on their retail tariff to the customers.
In practice, interconnection systems are not as ideal as their normative. There are many constraints faced by the operators on the implementations, both technical and non-technical. As an existing provider that has a number of customers, major providers have the power to create the interconnection systems, as it expects to. On the other hand, new players do not own a wide infrastructure to perform their services, and their customer bases are also not as big as the major providers. They tend to realize and accept the conditions created by major operators. This imbalance condition is not only happened in Indonesia, but also in many other countries (Harbord et. al., 2010).

The problem of imbalance power is solved by the Indonesian Government. “Infocom” Ministry Regulation No. 8 Year 2006 about Interconnection asks every operator to release a List of Interconnection Offer (LIO). For major operators, their LIO must be approved by a regulatory body called Badan Regulasi Telekomunikasi Indonesia (BRTI) before they use their LIO as a basis for interconnection agreements with other operators. BRTI itself is established to protect the public interest as telecommunication users and to create a healthy environment in the competition of telecommunication industry. With this approval mechanism, it is expected that interconnection tariffs used by major operators can be controlled by the Government.

The establishment of new interconnection systems is also dedicated to bridge any litigation problems between operators, and finally to decrease the telecommunication tariff to customers. A chance of disobey the rule is indicated. This is caused by at least two possibilities. Firstly, the rule is not easy to be implemented. Secondly, the major operators are not ready to implement it and might not possess a strong willingness to change their costing systems. The last possibility is caused by organizational and network complexity. In the other hand, the first possibility is seem to be hard to understand, why the BRTI accept the formula created by consultant without doing a simulation through a representative data sample that reflects the validity of interconnection traffic population. The reason that the formula has been widely used in many countries such as U.K., Australia, Hong Kong SAR, and Chile can be easily become a legitimation to accept the formula (Hakim et. al., 2007).

This research is dedicated to find out the impact of application of the cost-based interconnection tariff to the retail tariff created by the operator.

**Literature Review**

**Service Costing in Telecommunication Industry**

Based on the “Infocom” Ministry Regulation No. 8 Year 2006 about Interconnection, the retail tariff is formulated as follow:

Retail Tariff = Cost of Network Elements + Cost of Service Activity + Margin

According to the “Infocom” Ministry Regulation No. 8 Year 2006 about Interconnection, interconnection is any connection between two or more different telecommunication networks. In other words, interconnection is the only way to connect one service provider to another service provider. This connection creates additional cost that called interconnection cost.

The cost of network element is determined through LRIC Bottom Up Method, as mentioned on the “Infocom” Ministry Regulation No. 8 Year 2006 about Interconnection. LRIC Bottom Up Method is added by cost of on-net network element. The addition is calculated by using routing factor or weighted on-net call traffic. Cost of service activity is total cost of performing service activity inside the operator. While
the margin is the profit expected by operator to be added on the tariff. The margin is fully determined by the operator.

In general, there are four basic theory that explain the method of interconnection tariff determination (Harbord et al., 2010):

a. Bill and Keep
b. Retail Prices with Discount
c. Revenue Sharing Arrangement
d. Cost-Based Interconnection

From all of the method, the method of cost-based interconnection tariff is the most widely accepted method that creates a healthy competition. The method produces an efficient and fair calculation, both to existing and new players. It used by many developing countries such as Botswana, Jordan, and Malaysia. The method is also resulting a sufficient rate of return (ROR) to operators. There are several approaches on this method, but the most popular are:

- Fully Allocated Cost (FAC) or Fully Distributed Cost (FDC)
- Forward Looking Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC)

The LRIC method has several approaches, i.e.:

- Long Run Average Incremental Cost (LRAIC)
- Total Element Long Run Incremental Cost (TELRIC)
- Total Service Long Run Incremental Cost (TSLRIC)

Since 2006, the calculation of interconnection tariff in Indonesia is based on LRIC method, especially TSLRIC one. With this approach, new players can determine whether using the infrastructure of existing operators or build their own facilities. This consideration come from the fact that the interconnection tariff reflects the cost of building the network, including a necessary rate of return of the investment.

Cost-Plus Pricing
Cost accounting is purposed to present cost information that will be used in the decision making. One of the decision is price determination that based on the cost information. It often called as cost-plus pricing, i.e. all (service) cost plus a determined markup (Kamaruddin Ahmad, 2005). Cost-plus pricing in telecommunication industry is also reflected on retail tariff determination. The cost information must be created to fulfill these objectives (Hansen and Mowen, 2006):

a. Costing out services, products, and other objects of interest to management
b. Planning and Control
c. Decision Making

Research Method

The method used in this research is qualitative paradigm method. The method is also known as constructive, naturalistic or interpretative approach that emphasize on the understanding of any problems in social life, based on reality condition or a holistic, complex, and detail natural setting, and using a inductive approach to construct the theory or hypotheses through fact disclosures (Indriantoro dan Sutopo, 2002).

The stage of analysis is implemented as follows:
1. Observing the social phenomenon, identification, revision, and re-check on the data available.
2. Creating a categorization to the information gathered.
3. Doing a walkthrough and explaining the category.
4. Explains relations on the category.
5. Making a general conclusions.

**Category Design**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Sub-category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Characteristic of tariff</td>
<td>Cost-Based interconnection tariff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retail tariff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Strategic Benefit</td>
<td>Control on Interconnection Tariff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decision Making on Retail Tariff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results and Discussions**

**Characteristic of the tariff**

Interconnection cost assigned by call destination operator to origin call operator who responsible for an interconnection call. Resposibility for an interconnection call including service quality, billing process (calculation) of call services, billing charges to customer, and allowance for uncollectible bill. For instance: customer A who use service of operator X calls B who use service of operator Y. Operator X acts as origin call operator and Y acts as call destination operator, so operator X has a responsibility for the interconnection call. Other responsibility also privided by interconnection operator that perform other interconnection services.

There are two categories in mobile interconnection services, i.e. origination interconnection and termination interconnection.

For interconnection cost billing purposes, it is based on agreemtn between operators. While for charging and billing the interconnection cost, it must be declared on the LIO. Operators have to disclose a report containing the calculation of its interconnection cost to BRTI. The report consists of:

a. Financial report to the regulator;
b. A documentation of calculation, both hard and soft copy form (soft copy report contains a formulation in form of spreadsheet); or

The report is given to BRTI at least 20 days before implementated.

Retail tariff is service tariff charged to customer which consider several aspects:

1. Component of tariff;
2. Network Services Cost (NSC);
3. Retail Services Activities Cost (RSAC);
4. Retail Services Cost (RSC) and Tariff cost.

While cost of cellular services basically consists of:

1. Network Services Cost (NSC),
2. Retail Service Activities Cost (RSAC).

NSC is cost of end-to-end On Net cellular services and interconnection cost that’s
calculated by "Infocom Ministry Regulation", ie NSC Bottom Up.

**Strategic Benefit of Costing System**

Today, the role of a costing system in telecommunication industry is rising dramatically. It is caused by the tariff charged to customer is determined by a calculation formula which considers several components, ie. cost driver, cost variable, and a constant. Tariff determination itself is pursued to gain a least two objectives, i.e.:

1. Provide an information needed to planning purposes and for decision making process.
2. As control function or tool for monitoring the how the system works.

In this case, function of decision making is used to determine retail tariff charged to customer, while control function owned by regulator is used to control the value of interconnection tariff that will become the part of retail tariff.

Control is not only dedicated to find a mistake but also designed to avoid the mistake itself and make an improvement when a mistake happened. In other words, control is embedded before the process, when the process is performing, and at the end of the process, i.e. when the final result accomplished. With control, it is expected that activities related to use of all managerial elements can be done effectively and efficiently.

BRTI who acted as a regulator in telecommunication industry has a role in implementing the control function of telecommunication services price. In this study, researcher focused on the mobile services. This illustration will demonstrate how the calculation of interconnection cost between mobile operators.

Network Operator 1 (X) use pricing zoning where area A and B defined as one local area with tariff = 2 price unit (pu) per minutes. Network Operator 2 (Y) use zoning where area A and B defined as two different local area with local tariff = 1 pu per minute and inter-local tariff A from/to B = 3 pu per minute. While 1 pu equal to Rp 800.

Let’s analyze the strategy for X and Y between those two ways of interconnection, which one will generate maximum profit.

(a) Model I: user/customer is charged according to NO origination tariff, and the accounting process for interconnection is calculated according to NO origination tariff, then the termination provider get a 50% share.

(b) Model II: user/customer is charged according to NO origination tariff, and the accounting process for interconnection is calculated according to NO termination tariff, then the termination provider get a 50% share.

(c) Model III: user/customer is charged according to NO origination tariff, and the accounting process for interconnection is calculated for Rp.449 per minute for local calls and Rp.622 per minute for interlocal calls that should be paid by origination NO to termination NO. The determination whether the call is a local or interlocal call is based on the system at the termination NO.
For calculation purposes, let us see traffic volume of interconnection between X and Y, as follows:

### Data of Traffic Volume of Interconnection between X dan Y

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origination = X; Termination = Y</th>
<th>Origination = Y; Termination = X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A 1000 hour</td>
<td>B 400 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 hour</td>
<td>800 hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**a. Model I:**

Before interconnection accounting:

Income of X = \((1000+400+200+800)\times60\times2\) pu = 288000 pu

Income of Y = \((1200+800)\times60\times1 + (900+600)\times60\times3\) pu = 390000 pu

After interconnection accounting:

Income of X = Income of Y = \((288000+390000)/2 = 339000\) pu

Income of X = Income of Y = Rp 271,200,000

**b. Model II:**

Before interconnection accounting:

Income of X = \((1000+400+200+800)\times60\times2\) pu = 288000 pu

Income of Y = \((1200+800)\times60\times1 + (900+600)\times60\times3\) pu = 390000 pu

Calculation or accounting purposes, as if:

Income of X* = \((1000+800)\times60\times1 + (200+400)\times60\times3\) pu = 216000 pu

Income of Y* = \((1200+800+900+600)\times60\times2\) = 420000 pu

After interconnection accounting:

Income of X = Income of X - (40% x Income of X*) + (40% x Income of Y*)

= 288000 - (0.4 \times 216000) + (0.4 \times 420000)

= 369600 pu = Rp 295,680,000

Income of Y = Income of Y - (40% x Income of Y*) + (40% x Income of X*)

= 390000 - (0.4 \times 420000) + (0.4 \times 216000)

= 308400 pu = Rp 246,720,000

**c. Model III**

Before interconnection accounting:

Income of X = \((1000+400+200+800)\times60\times2\) pu = Rp230,400,000

Income of Y = \((1200+800)\times60\times1 + (900+600)\times60\times3\) pu = Rp312,000,000

The calculation model for interconnection accounting:

Income of X* = \((1200+900+600+800)\times60\times449\) = Rp94,290,000

Income of Y* = \((1000+800)\times60\times\text{Rp449} + (200+400)\times60\times\text{Rp622}\) = Rp70,884,000

After interconnection accounting:

Income of X = Income of X - Income of Y* + Income of X*
\[
\text{Income of Y} = \text{Income of Y} - \text{Income of X}^* + \text{Income of Y}^*
\]
\[
= \text{Rp288,594,000}
\]

The following table is a list of NO’s revenue from each calculation model of interconnection tariff:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO’s Revenue from Several Interconnection Model</th>
<th>Operator X</th>
<th>Operator Y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income Calculation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue from Retail Services</td>
<td>230,400,000</td>
<td>312,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator’s Revenue:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model I</td>
<td>271,200,000</td>
<td>271,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model II</td>
<td>295,680,000</td>
<td>246,720,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model III</td>
<td>253,806,000</td>
<td>288,594,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Operator X, the highest revenue is received when using model 2. While for Operator Y, the highest revenue should be arrived from the use of Model 3. When using Model 1, each operators gain an equal revenue. Meanwhile, is Model I the most fair way in revenue sharing? The answer is not always. Because if we look at the traffic volume of interconnection above, the customer of Operator Y has a higher traffic than the customer of Operator X. Thereby, it would be unfair if both operator X and Y received the same amount of money.

Model 2 is absolutely an unfair model because Operator X with lower traffic of customer use will get a higher income. Model 3 is seems to be a closer model to the fairness in profit sharing, because Operator Y gain a higher profit, as of Operator Y has a higher in its traffic volume. This method is implemented in Indonesia.

From all of the illustration given, we can find out the impact of interconnection tariff to the revenue of an operator. A different system in interconnection tariff will usually influence the amount of operator’s revenue. Then it will be important to an operator to formulate its interconnection tariff in accordance with its marketing strategy based on the number of customers and the character of traffic. Obviously, major operator has a different marketing strategy compared to other operator that have a less customer.

Todays, many operators trying to increase their market share by reducing their retail voice tariff especially the tariff for inter-operator call service. Inter-operator voice call tariff is reduced dramatically with several variations of tariff. It can be easily done because of there is no interconnection tariff between different operators. This action is also taken for promotion purposes, in order to gain more customer and finally to increase their revenues.

Thereby, cost information will be needed to produce several reports, the reports that will be useful for telecommunication industry to make a decision in pricing or retail tariff determination. Decision making of pricing is based on effectivity and the availability of components information. As we’ve find out, the components of retail tariff consists of network element costs (cost-based interconnection tariff), costs of retail service activity and a margin.

In logical term, component of interconnection tariff causes a decrease on selling price/retail tariff to customer. However, it will not directly reduce the operator’s revenue. In general, they will earn a higher revenue generated from the increasing number of customers, as illustrated here:
After implementing cost-based interconnection tariff

\[
P \downarrow \quad Q \uparrow \quad X = R \uparrow
\]

where:

- \( P \): Price (selling price/retail tariff)
- \( Q \): Quantity (number of customers)
- \( R \): Revenue

This formula will endorse the operators to set their minimum tariff as a maximum tariff (the most expensive tariff charged to customers), until the selling price/retail tariff charged to customers become cheaper and cheaper. Customers will be attracted to use their services and more telecommunication companies will compete in a fair competition market. Finally, this effort will encourage a sustainable growth for Indonesian telecommunication sector.

**Strategic Benefit of Interconnection Tariff**

Strategic benefit generated from the implementation of costing system in telecommunication industry might be viewed from two aspects, i.e. control aspect and decision making process with a focus to cost aspect. A summary of the implementation of costing system in Indonesian telecommunication sector will be presented by the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Benefit of Costing System at BRTI and PT. Indosat, Tbk.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. An implementation of interconnection tariff based on cost-based maximum tariff (for customer interest).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. An establishment of regulatory body which control and monitor the interconnection tariff determination in order to reach a fair competition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. An establishment of performance report such as List of Interconnection Offer (LIO).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion and Recommendation**

A conclusion to this study might be derived from a simple formula of cost-based calculation, as described above. It can be concluded that by using the method, the word “fair” has been sufficiently realized between two or more interconnected operators. In addition, the strategic benefit of costing system might be viewed as a control tool for running the operation of telecommunication industries in Indonesia to promote customer’s interest, fair competition, and efficiency. While the strategic benefit of costing system in decision making reflects an effect of cost-based interconnection tariff as part of retail tariff to customers. Selling price or retail tariff is become cheaper. This interconnection tariff system causes also a change in cost allocation in operators. Cost allocation has become more related to its retail activity.
The authors suggest the government or regulator to implement a sufficient monitoring and evaluation system for controlling the maximum value of interconnection tariff. This monitoring system, however, will be useful to make sure that the operators will follow the rule. While the evaluation system is needed to make a regular improvement on the costing system based on an available and accurate related information. Those mechanisms might promote a sustainable growth and development in telecommunication industry.
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